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GAMBLING, LUCK AND 
SUPERSTITION: A BRIEF 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
OVERVIEW 
I BY M A R K GRIFFITHS 
For what is generally accepted as almost 
endemic to many a gamblers' disposition 
- the ideas, practices and responses that 
combine gambling, luck and superstition 
- there has been surprisingly little 
scientific research in this field. As an 
indication of what can be undertaken 
subsequently, an intriguing picture 
emerges of how this affects players' 
character and motivations as gamblers 
according to the type of gambling 
engaged, including its relationship to 
chance and skill. 
» 
ambling, luck and superstition have long beer 
inextricably intertwined yet there has beer 
surprisingly little empirical research. Luck has a 
mysterious quality and the degree to which people believe in it 
nas profound personal, political, and financial outcomes 
;Griffiths, 2006). 
Historically, luck was considered a gift of the gods, to be 
give'" :•[ ..••..'*:":" eld at their whim. Despite the relative lack of 
'esearch, there are countless everyday examples of the 
association -WPPI-I nambling and luck including the use of 
ucky charms to the expression of lucky phrases. In fact, it 
could perhaps be argued that there are not many gamblers 
who don't subscribe to some sort of belief i 
Nowadays, despite statistical laws govern in ] com tossing, dice 
throwing, or the spin of the roulette wheel, many gamblers stil 
oelieve the odds can be overcome by having 'lady Luck" or 
their side. 
So why is that the case? At a very basic level, regular 
gamblers simply want a winning edge. For this reason they 
may often enhance their personal power through the use of 
amulets, charms, and even ritual spells to bring favour to their 
chosen behaviour. Charms, amulets, and talismans abound ir 
virtually all civilisations ancient and modern, testifying to the 
ong history of the human effort to control chance by magica 
and symbolic means. 
As already noted, the science and psychology of luck 
nave received relati""1" |:"'~ — ;-;cal attention. Over 20 years 
ago, Wagenaarand I'e- ^, ,,oted that the notion of 
causelessness is so alien to us that, in the absence of a knowr 
cause, we tend to attribute events to imaginary causes like 
uck and chance. Being lucky and winning while gambling is 
often perceived as very similar. 
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=urthermore, in the minds of many people, luckanc 
chance often seem to act as real causes. Such notions are 
defined in terms of absence of knowledge on which the 
orediction of future events could be based The throw of a 
dice, the spin of a slot machine or roulette wheel, are 
considered to be chance events because there is insufficient 
<nowledge to predict the outcome - not because they have 
no physical causes. 
Probability is another way of expressing the absence of 
orediction knowledge. It suggests that chance operates as a 
fair and balanced distributor that produces all possible 
outcomes with equal frequencies in the ' g and short run 
This promotes the 'gambler's fall. ;h people expect 
the laws of probability in a large population to be representee 
n much smaller populations. This has been investigatec 
under many different guises from a psychological perspective 
ncluding the reDresentativeness principle (Kahneman & 
Tversky, 1972), the law of small numbers (Tversky & 
<ahneman, 1971), the sequential response bias (Wagenaar, 
1972), and subjective randomness (Wagenaar, 1970). 
When people experience long winning or losing streaks 
while gambling they then evoke what they believe to be a 
second causal factor- luck. While luck tends to even itself 
out over the long run, people naturally focus on the short rur 
and on their fluctuations. Because gambling involves 
'andomness, people will often blame or chalk up their luck to 
some ranaom event tnat coinuaea with how they fa red at a 
certain gambling session A lucky person is someone who 
wins many times in succession. The same will happen when it 
s a gambler's lucky day with their lucky number, lucky colour, 
ucky table and/or lucky dealer. Most of these lucky' events 
are little more than Illusory correlations' such as noticing that 
the last three winning visits to the casino were all when the 
gambler wore a particular item of clothing or it was on a 
particular day ofthe week (Griffiths, 1994) 
In short, "good luck" brings longer sequences of 
winning and "bad luck' brings longer sequences of losing 
Deople tend to assume that these winning or losing streaks 
are operating independent of chance. Taken from this 
perspective, luck and chance are two different but 
occasionally interfering causal factors that influence events 
Research carried out in the 1980s by Wagenaar and his 
colleagues (Wagenaar, Keren & Pleit-Kuiper, 1984; Keren & 
Wagenaar, 1985; Wagenaar & Keren, 1988) consistently 
showed that luck and chance were notthe same thing. Wher 
gamblers were asked to assess the degree to which the 
outcome of a gamble is determined by chance and skill they 
found it almost impossible until a third dimension of luck was 
ntroduced. For instance, Wagenaar and colleagues studies' 
nave asked participants to assess how much chance, skill, 
and luck is involved in casino gambling and football score 
orediction. The same question was also asked in a more 
'ecent study of bingo playing by Griffiths and Bingham 
;2005). The results ofthe three studies are presented in Table 
1. 
Wagenaar and Keren (1988) concluded that casino 
gambling is perceivea as lore luck than the 
orediction of football scores. Their esearch also indicatec 
that people believe luckc __„ .breed. A person haste 
wait for luck to happen suggesting that it is similar to chance 
However, a person must utilise their luck wisely when they 
get it (e.g., the person must be aware that it is their lucky 
day) suggesting that it can also be similar to skill. Thespecia 
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Table 1: How much skill, chance and luck are involved in casino 
gambling, football score prediction and bingo? 
Chance Skill Luck Participants 
Casino Gambling 18% 37% 45% 22 
[Keren & Wagenaar, 1985) 
Football Score 27% 44% 29% 104 
Prediction 
[Keren &Wagenaar, 1987] 
Bingo 27% 0% 
[Gnffiths&Binghain. 2005] 
73% 412 
nature of luck explains why it is difficult to attribute gambling 
outcomes to chance or skill only. 
Once people believe that an abstract concept such as 
uck can (in principle) influence behaviour, gambling 
situations provide all the conditions for strong luck 
oerceptions. The fundampntal difference between chance 
and luck is that chance is determined by outside factors over 
which a person has no control, whereas luck may provide at 
east the illusion of control (Langer, 1975). In essence, the 
difference may be interpreted as a reflection ofthe amount of 
oerceived control. People cannot influence their luck directly, 
out given a certain disposition of luck, a person may have the 
ability to utilise it. 
JJCK AND GAMBLING 
n our everyday experience it can seem that some people 
'have all th« IULK diiu uineib appear to bejinxed. Lucky 
oeople manage to be in the right place at the right time, meet 
the right people, and go from one success to another. Ar 
nfamous story reported by Galaxine.com (2003) highlights 
that luck is often about be ight place at the right 
time. It recounts the story about the waitress at a Las Vegas 
casino who won $35m during her lunch break. She won the 
argest slotjackpot payout ever, after playing for about 15 
minutes. However, only th tl s later, her car was hit by 
a drunk driver who had 17 previous arrests for drunk driving 
She was seriously injured and her older sister was killed in 
the accident. This time she was in the wrong place at the 
wrong time. 
Wiseman (2003) believes he's discovered four principles 
of luck and knows how to help people improve their gooc 
fortune (see Figure 1). The results of this work reveal that 
oeople are not born lucky. Instead, lucky people are 
unconsciously using four basic principles to create gooc 
fortune in their lives. These can also be applied to gambling 
situations. Wiseman's research has involved him being with 
those who define themselves as either luckv or unlucky, anc 
examining the reasons why. Wiseman started by asking 
'andomly chosen UK shoppers whether tf en lucky 
or unlucky in several different areas of their lives including 
theircareers, relationships, home life, health andfinancial 
^pgttprc Of thpep nnrrir in: pel Cul it CO I iSidul 60 
themselves lucky and 16 percent unlucky. Those lucky or 
unlucky in one area were more likely to report the same ir 
other areas. Most experienced either consistent good or bac 
fortune. Wiseman therefore concluded that luck cannot 
simply be the outcome of chance events 
hh 
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» ONCE PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A N A B S T R A C T C O N C E P T 
S U C H A S LUCK C A N (IN PRINCIPLE) INFLUENCE BEHAVIOUR, 
GAMBLING SITUATIONS PROVIDE ALL THE CONDITIONS FOR 
STRONG LUCK PERCEPTIONS. THE FUNDAMENTAL 
DIFFERENCE BETA/VEEN C H A N C E A N D LUCK IS THAT 
C H A N C E IS DETERMINED BY OUTSIDE FACTORS OVER 
WHICH A PERSON HAS NO CONTROL, WHEREAS LUCK 
MAY PROVIDE AT LEAST THE ILLUSION OF CONTROL. IN 
E S S E N C E , THE DIFFERENCE MAY BE INTERPRETED AS A 
REFLECTION OF THE A M O U N T OF PERCEIVED CONTROL. 
PEOPLE C A N N O T INFLUENCE THEIR LUCK DIRECTLY, BUT 
GIVEN A CERTAIN DISPOSITION OF LUCK, A P E R S O N MAY 
HAVE THE ABILITY TO UTILISE IT. « 
Figure 1: The four principles of lucky people (Wiseman, 
2003) 
Principle One: Maximise Chance Opportunities 
Lucky people are skilled at creatina, noticina and acting 
upon chance opportunities. They do this in varic .sways, 
including networking, adopting a relaxed attitude to life 
and by being open tc new experiences. 
une 
liture is going to be full 
become self-
le persist in the 
with others in 
Principle Four: Turn Bad Luck to Good 
ploy various psychological techniques to 
cope with, and often even thrive upon, the ill fortune that 
comes their way. For example, they spontaneously 
imagine how things could have been worse, do not dwell 
on the ill fortune, and take control of the situation. 
So can lucky" people win at gambling without trying? 
Wiseman tested this proposition by getting 700 people to 
gamble on the UK National Lottery. The "lucky" participants 
were twice as confident of winning as the "unlucky" ones 
Results showed that only 36 participants actually won any 
money, and these were split evenly between the two groups 
On average, all participants lost about £2.50. Wiseman 
showed that being lucky doesn't change the laws of 
orobability. 
Being in the right place at the right time is actually about 
oeing in the right state of mind. It's been claimed that lucky 
oeople use body languayeandfacial expressions that other 
oeople find attractive. For instance, lucky people smile twice 
a the unlucky, and engage in more eye contact. Ir 
addition, they are more likely have a broad network of friends 
and take advantage of favourable opportunities (Griffiths, 
2006). As Wiseman (2003) de™ n <* r a t o H thowrwt beat the 
odds playing the lottery, but lucky people do expect gooc 
fortune. 
_ucky people view misfortune as short-lived anc 
overcome it quickly. In short, self-fulfilling prophecies appear 
to affect lives. Those who expect to fail may not even try 
_ucky people try to achieve their goals even i n ' h p n t heodds 
are against them. Unlucky people are more superstitious anc 
twice as likely to believe that black cats, breaking a mirror, 
and the number 13' are bad omens (Griffiths, 2006). Luck is 
simply a mind-set and a way of perceiving and dealing with 
ife. Wiseman (2003) concluded that luck is not a magica 
ability or a gift from the gods. It is a mind-set, a way of 
perceiving and dealing with life. 
Gamblers are great believers in luck. Wagenaar (1988) 
found that gamblers are so wedded to their belief in luck that 
n some circumstances they refuse to improve their odds. For 
nstance, in the game of blackjack, there is a well-knowr 
optimal strategy for not losing. But in orderto win over the 
ong run, a gambler must count the cards that have beer 
olayed and calculate whether more high or low cards are left 
n the deck. More high cards favour the player, so gamblers 
should increase th js favour the house, 
so gamblers should decrease their bets. However, 
Wagenaar's researui demonstrated that the vast majority of 
olayers do not do this. 
Many gamblers also appearto be superstitious anc 
oossessa variety of erroneous beliefs; for instance, that other 
olayerscan influence their luck in the game. They appear tc 
'eject the mathematics of prob 
mantra like thoughts such ^°"~ 
nas to change," and "This r imt 
'esearch has consistently s 
nave favourite slot machin 
/and chance wit i almost 
; my lucky day," "My luck 
as to win." Griffiths' 
t slot machine players 
Griffiths, 2002). In North 
America, there are anecdotal reports by casino operators who 
complain tnat nara core slot machine players urinate into the 
elastic coin cups or onto the floor rather than leave a machine 
they are convinced is about to pay out ajackpot 
Finally, an experimental study by Wohl and Enzle (2003) 
compared people who hadjust experienced a near big win 
with people who hadjust experienced a near big loss to see 
which type would be more likely to continue gambling. They 
found that the answer depended on whichever gamblers felt 
oersonally luckier. Players who experienced a near big loss 
on a wheel-of-fortune wagered significant _ or 
the outcome of a subsequent game of rouieitethan did those 
olayers who experienced a near big win. They concludec 
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» C A N "LUCKY" PEOPLE WIN AT GAMBLING WITHOUT 
TRYING? THIS PROPOSITION WAS TESTED BY GETTING 700 
PEOPLE TO G A M B L E ON THE UK NATIONAL LOTTERY. THE 
"LUCKY" PARTICIPANTS WERE TWICE A S CONFIDENT OF 
WINNING A S THE "UNLUCKY" ONES. RESULTS SHOWED 
THAT ONLY 36 PARTICIPANTS ACTUALLY WON ANY 
MONEY, AND THESE WERE SPLIT EVENLY BETA/VEEN THE 
TWO G R O U P S . ON AVERAGE, ALL PARTICIPANTS LOST 
ABOUT £2.50. WISEMAN SHOWED THAT BEING LUCKY 
DOESN'T C H A N G E THE LAWS OF PROBABILITY. « 
that people who nearly lost everything (but didn't) felt luckier 
than those who nearly had a big s was ar 
nducementto persist in subsequent gambling 
SUPERSTITION AND GAMBLING 
According to Vyse (1997), the fallibility of human reason is 
the greatest single source of superstitious belief. Sometimes 
'eferred to as a belief in 'magic', superstition can cover many 
spheres, such as lucky or unlucky actions, events, numbers 
and/or sa •ings, including a belief in astrology, the occult, the 
oaranorrridi ui ynuiii Jahoda, 1971). However, perhaps a 
working definition within our Western society is that of 
Thalbourne (1997) who said superstition could be "a belief 
that a given action can bring good luck or bad luck wher 
there are no rational or generally acceptable grounds for such 
a belief" (p.221). 
t ha° h n r i n oi "igested that approximately one-third of 
the UK are superstitious (Campbell, 1996). The 
most often reported superstitious behaviours are (i) avoiding 
walking under ladders, (ii) touching wood and (iii) throwing 
salt over one's shoulder (Campbell, 1996). There is also a 
stereotypical view that there are certain groups within society 
who tend to hold more superstitious beliefs than what may 
oe considered the norm. These include cos t involved with 
sport, the acting profession, miners, fishermen and-of 
course - gamblers. Many studies have been undertaker 
using self-report methods. However, participants may be 
unwilling to publicly admit to their private beliefs due to a fear 
of being ridiculed or considered irrational 
This contradiction between what individuals say and do 
nas been investigated by Campbell (1996). Heconcludec 
that the majority of the population have 'half-beliefs'. He 
suggests that people are basically rational and do not really 
oelieve in the effects of superstition. However, in times of 
uncertainty, stress, or perceived helplessness, they seek to 
'egain personal control over event: by means of superstitious 
oelief. 
One explanation for how we learn these superstitious 
oeliefs has been suggested by Skinner's 1948) work with 
oigeons. While waiting to be fed, Skinner's pigeons adoptee 
some peculiar behaviours. The birds appeared to see a causa 
'elationship between receiving the food and their owr 
preceding behaviour. However, it was merely coincidenta 
conditioning. There are many analogies in the human world -
particularly among gamblers. For instance, if a gambler blows 
on the dice during a game of craps and subsequently wins, 
the superstitious belief is reinforced through the reward of 
winning (this is another example of an Illusory correlation') 
Another explanation is that as children we are socialised into 
oelieving in magic and superstitious beliefs. Although many 
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of these beliefs dissipate overtime, children also learn by 
watching and modelling their behaviour on that of others 
Therefore, if their parents or peers touch wood, carry lucky 
charms and do not walk under ladders, then children are 
more likely to imitate that behaviour and some of these 
oeliefs may be carried forward to later life (Vyse, 1997) 
Darke and Freedman (1997) suggest that lucky events 
are, by definition, determined entirely by chance. However, 
they goon to imply that although most people would agree 
with this statement on an intelleaudi I«V«I, many do not 
appearto behave in accordance with this belief. As 
mentioned above, Wagenaar (1988) proposed that in the 
absence of a known cause we tend to attribute events to 
abstract causes like luck and chance. He differentiatec 
oetween luck and chance and suggested that luck is more 
'elated to an unexpected positive result whereas chance is 
'elated to surprising coincidences (Wagenaar, 1988) 
Weiner (1986) suggests that luck may be thought of as 
the property of a person, whereas chance is thought to be 
concerned with unpredictability. Gamblers appear to exhibit a 
oelief that they have control over their own luck. They may 
<nockon wood to avoid bad luck or carry an object such as a 
'abbit's foot for good luck (Darke & Freedman, 1997). Langer 
J1983) argued that a belief in luck and superstition cannot 
only account for causal explanations when playing games of 
chance, but may also provide the desired element of persona 
control. 
So are gamblers superstitious? Given the common sense 
view that gamblers are, there Is surprisingly little empirica 
'esearch. A study by Griffiths and Bingham (2005) examinee 
the beliefs that bingo players have regarding superstition anc 
uck, and how these beliefs are related to their gambling 
oehaviour. A self-completion questionnaire was devised anc 
the study was carried out in a large bingo hall in Nottingham 
Their sample comprised 412 bingo players (approximately 
four-fifths being female). Significant relationships were founo 
n many areas. Many players repor diets in luck anc 
superstition, however, a greater percentage of players 
'eported having 'everyday' superstitious beliefs, rather than 
those concerned with bingo. 
Vlore specifically, it was reported that 81 percent of 
oingo players had at least or e superstitious belief. Such 
oeliefs included notopernr •; an umbrella indoors (49 
oercent), not walking under ladders (55 percent), not putting 
new shoes on a table (60 percent), touching wood (50 
oercent) and not passing someone else on the stairs 
However, only 10 percent of the sample claimed they were 
superstitious while playing bingo (with a further 13 percent 
claiming they were "sometimes" superstitious while playing) 
This was reflected in such behaviours and beliefs as having a 
-hh-
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ucky night of the week (5 percent), having a lucky friend (4 
oercent), having a lucky mascot (6 percent), sitting in the 
same seat for luck (21 percent), believing certain numbers 
are lucky or unlucky (13 percent;, and changing pens or 
'dobbers' to change bad luck (29 percent). Furthermore, 27 
oercent of players believed in winning and losing streaks, 25 
oercent always or almost always read their horoscopes, anc 
57 percent believed in fate (i.e., that life is already mappec 
outfoi memj. ^upeisuuous beliefs were also associated with 
astrological beliefs. In general, thn c o u ' h n ™'ora ho|iovers ir 
astrology were more likely to be superstitious than non-
astrological believers. 
When compared with lighter spending bingo players 
Ji.e., those who spent less than £20 per week on bingo), 
neavy spending bingo players were more likely to believe ir 
fate, be mnre superstitious while playing bingo, be more 
ikely to r ea luckv friend, be more likely to have a lucky 
seat, and be more likely to believe that some numbers are 
ucky/unl ucky although none ofthese were significant at the 
1 percent level. When compared with light spenders, heavy 
spending bingo players were significantly more likely to be 
superstitious, believe that the number 13' is unlucky, haves 
ucky friend, sit in the same seat for luck, and believe ir 
astrology 
The percentage of players reporting superstitious beliefs 
when playing bingo was much less by both sexes than the 
oercentage reporting everyday superstitions. This possibly 
seemed surprising after the initial findings that the majority of 
olayers considered bingo tn hp ^ mmp nfh irk'and the high 
percentage holding everyday superstitions. However, it may 
simply mean that contrary to previous opinion (Langer, 1983. 
Darke & Freedman, 1997), many do not try to control that 
uck, or at least not by means of superstitious belief 
However, it may have been the case that players did not 
consider that go i n n m t h Q c f l m o night with the same friends, 
or sitting in the same seat were associated with luck, but 
merely part of a 'familiar'social routine 
The fact that a higher percentage of players reportec 
laving the superstitious belief concerning the 'different pens' 
oossibly implies that the other beliefs chosen were notar 
deal representative sample. However, very few players 
offered alternative suggestions when asked on the 
questionnaire to give examples of'other' superstitious 
oeliefs. King (1990) suggested that players' use of 
superstitious strategies in ( ilies skill and thus 
laving some degree of co trol over the outcome of the 
game. However, in this case, L, -port 
using these superstitious strategies This could imr.
 J that it is 
more 'instant' beliefs that players nave, rather than anything 
'concrete' or 'pre-planned'. They may not often consider 
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whether they are superstitious or not, and the fact that they 
were asked suggests the demand characteristics may have 
actually effected how they replied. 
Only one significant result regarding superstitious beliefs 
when playing bingo was found, that a greater percentage of 
neavy spenders stated that they always sat in the same seat 
for luck. Although not significant, 35 percent of heavy 
s 8 percent of light spenders -
"eported that they were, at least sometimes, superstitious 
when playing bingo. It was also found that a lesser 
percentage of the heavy spenders stated they hac 
superstitious beliefs when playing bingo. It is clear that a 
arge percentage of players reported beli anc 
superstition. However, findings were varied with a far greater 
percentage of players reporting everyday superstitious beliefs 
than those concerned with bingo. Whethernr"nnt olayers 
oelieved they had control over luck cannot be conclusively 
stated and having superstitious beliefs is perhaps simply part 
of the thrill. 
This article highlights that there has been very little 
empirical research into gambling, luck and superstition anc 
thatthere is much scope for future research. Gambling, luck 
and superstition do seem to be inextricably linked but 
'esearch indicates that luck and chance are not the same 
rurtherrnore, those that describe themselves as lucky people 
are no more likely to win while gambling than those who 
describe themselves as unlucky. C G I 
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